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The objective of this research is to use elastic and electrical models to characterize which 
pore shape is most affected by a change in effective stress in a dual porosity system. The 
influence of pore geometry (pore aspect ratio) on elastic and electrical properties in a dual 
porosity tight sand reservoir is explored.  The dual porosity system that was considered is a 
reservoir that contains both small, disk-shaped micro-crack pores and larger, nearly-spherical 
pores. During the study, both modeling and experimental approaches were applied. For modeling 
methods, elastic and electrical self-consistent approximation methods are introduced, their 
relationship with elastic and electrical Hashin-Shtrikman bounds was studied, and the ability of 
the models to fit experimental electrical and elastic data as a function of effective stress was 
explored. For experimental methods, an experimental setup was built to make simultaneous 
elastic and electrical measurements, and this system was used to make measurements as a 
function of effective stress on clean, elastically-isotropic tight sand reservoir samples from the 
Mesaverde Group, Utah. Additionally, a 3D micro-CT image was processed on one sample to 
acquire the quantitative, detailed pore characteristic information, including pore volume, surface 
area and aspect ratio. The results from micro-CT imaging confirmed that tight sand reservoirs in 
this study consist of a dual pore characteristics system – (1) large volume fraction pores with low 
pore count and (2) disk-shape pores with high pore count. Due to the limitations in image 
resolution, the micro-CT image could only provide quantified information about large pores. The 
pore shape information determined from the micro-CT image processing results was used as 
input to the elastic and electrical self-consistent approximation models to try to model changes in 
electrical and elastic data as a function of effective stress, explained by changes in porosity of 
each of the dual pore shapes. This modeling demonstrated that in the tight sand dual porosity 
system, the reduction of porosity with effective stress increase is mainly contributed to a 
reduction of micro-crack shaped pore porosity. While a number of publications focus on either 
elastic or electrical modeling of pore shape, until recently, few focus on joint modeling of both 
elastic and electrical joint measurements, which is the focus of this research. Generally speaking, 
the results in this research may be further used to improve characterization of tight sand 





potential estimates and other problems during production and recovery process. To be more 
specific, being able to model which pore shape (micro-crack or nearly spherical) is responsible 
for a change in porosity due to change in effective stress has potential to be applied to dual 
porosity reservoir simulation and using seismic and/or resistivity data in field to monitor the 
effects of change in porosity when a reservoir experiences a change in effective stress, such as 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION & OBJECTIVES 
 
1.1 Introduction 
Tight gas sand (TGS) reservoirs are considered as one major unconventional resource. 
According to Kawata and Fujit, tight sand gas is widely distributed on the earth, and should be 
considered as one primary kind of unconventional gas resources (Table 1-1), especially for North 
America, which has the world’s largest tight-sand gas resource(Kawata and Fujita, 2001). 











North America 3017 3840 1371 8228 
Latin America 39 2116 1293 3448 
West Europe 157 509 353 1019 
Central & Eastern Europe 118 39 78 235 
Former Soviet Union 3957 627 901 5485 
Middle East & North Africa 0 2547 823 3370 
Sub-Saharan Africa 39 274 784 1097 
Centrally Asia and China 1215 3526 353 5094 
Pacific 470 2312 705 3487 
Other Asia Pacific 0 313 549 862 
South Asia 39 0 196 235 
Total World 9051 16103 7406 32560 
 
The definitions of tight gas sand reservoirs are a combination of multiple factors, 
physically and economically. Holditch defines the tight gas sand reservoir economically as the 
reservoirs that neither produce natural gas at economic flow rates nor has economic recovery 





Physically, as defined by Naik(Naik, 2003) and Smith et al.(Smith et al., 2009), TGS is the 
reservoir that has (1) permeability less than 0.1 mD; (2) porosity less than 10-12%; (3) pore 
throats in the range of 0.03-2 µm; (4) crack-like interconnections between pores(Nelson, 2009), 
and more isolated pores exist than in conventional reservoirs.   
Figure 1-1 shows an example of thin section image of tight sands reservoir from Smith et 
al.(2009). It is obvious that in this thin section, two different pore shapes exist: (1) the spherical 
pores, and (2) the crack-like pores. Smith et al.(2010) addressed that velocity and resistivity are 
affected by low aspect ratio pores in different ways: elastic velocity depends on the total 
concentration of compliant, low aspect ratio pores, while resistivity depends on the connectivity 
of low aspect ratio pores with the whole pore network. 
Due to the existence of crack-like pores and their different affects on elastic and electrical 
properties of tight sands samples, after pore shape modeling using Kuster and Toksöz 
formulation, Smith et al.(2010) concluded that single pore aspect ratio system could not explain 
and predict the velocity-resistivity-porosity correlation of tight gas sands. Thus, a dual pore 
shape modeling method needs to be introduced for quantifying the pore shape effect on velocity-
resistivity-porosity correlation. 
Many previous works have successfully demonstrated the effects of pore shape on 
velocity – porosity or formation factor – porosity data.  Until recently, little research has focused 
on both electrical and elastic modeling of simultaneously measured elastic and electrical data. 
Berge et al. demonstrated that both self – consistent approximation (SCA) theory and differential 
effective medium (DEM) theory could estimate velocities of the synthetic sandstones(Berge et 
al., 1995). Also, they claimed that SCA theory should be the preferred method, since it treats 
grains and pores symmetrically without requiring a single background, it allows both grains and 
pores to remain connected over a wide range of porosities. It also allows the composite medium 
to be disconnected at a finite porosity. On the other hand, DEM model tends to overestimate the 
velocity – porosity data trends.   
More importantly, the SCA theory shows a consistency also in electrical properties. 
Doyen addressed that using SCA theory,  the hydraulic  permeability  and DC electrical  





lengths,  which are the dimensions  of  a  characteristic  pore  throat  and  pore  chamber,  
respectively. Due to this consistency, the SCA model was chosen to be the modeling method in 
this study(Doyen, 1988). 
 
Figure 1-1 Thin section of tight sands reservoir(Smith et al., 2009). High aspect ratio and low 
aspect ratio pores both exist in the system. Note that the diagenetic cements present in the low 
aspect ratio pores, indicating that instead of being the result of sample damage during coring 
process 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
In the dual pore shape reservoir system, the porosity reduction of tight sand reservoir 
with effective pressure increase could be possibly contributed by either pore shape. Generally it 
is assumed that the porosity of disk- shape pores is more likely to change from a change in 
effective stress, since the disk-shape pores are more compliant compared to spherical pores. 
Being able to model which pore shape (micro-crack or nearly spherical) is responsible for a 
change in porosity due to change in effective stress has potential to be applied to dual porosity 





change in porosity when a reservoir experiences a change in effective stress, such as during 
either production or flooding. 
 
1.3 Objectives 
The objective of this research is to use elastic and electrical models to characterize which 
pore shape is most affected by a change in effective stress in a dual porosity system. To achieve 
the objective, this study will accomplish several main tasks:  
(1) Develop an elastic-electrical joint experimental setup that allows the velocity and 
resistivity to be measured simultaneously. 
(2) Explore the correlation of elastic and electrical pore geometry modeling method, and 
their association with elastic – electrical bounds. 
(3) Establish dual pore shape modeling method for tight sands based on quantified pore 
shape information, and use elastic – electrical data and models to evaluate pore shape 
change with pressure change in tight gas sands reservoirs. 
The results from this work could be used to constrain pore shape using elastic – electrical 
data. Also, from sample elastic – electrical data, we would be able to analysis the pore shape 
reduction with change in effective stress. Being able to model which pore shape (micro-crack or 
nearly spherical) is responsible for a change in porosity due to change in effective stress has 
potential to be applied to dual porosity reservoir simulation and using seismic and/or resistivity 
data in field to monitor the effects of change in porosity when a reservoir experiences a change 
in effective stress, such as during either production or flooding. 
 
1.4 Procedures 
Figure 1-2 is the flow diagram of the procedures taken in this research. This study 
consisted of two main components: pore shape modeling theory and experimental data.  The 
experimental data also includes two parts: the micro-CT imaging and the elastic – electrical joint 





information from the micro-CT image analysis with pore shape modeling theory, we would be 
able to build pore shape models based on real pore shape information. Next, by comparing pore 
shape models and measured elastic – electrical data, we would be able to analysis which pore 
shape (micro-crack or nearly spherical) is responsible for a change in porosity due to change in 
effective stress. 
 
Figure 1-2 Research procedure of the thesis study. 
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CHAPTER 2 THEORETICAL PORE SHAPE AND ELASTIC-
ELECTRICAL MODELS 
 
Pore shape has significant influence on both elastic and electrical properties of tight sands 
reservoir. A method to establish the correlation between pore shape and elastic and electrical 
properties is pore geometry modeling. This chapter provides background, analysis, and 
discussion of theoretical pore shape characterization, elastic pore geometry models and bounds, 
electrical pore geometry models and bounds, and the combined elastic-electrical pore geometry 
models and bounds. 
 
2.1 Background 
This section focuses on the pore shape characterization through aspect ratios, Hashin-
Shtrikman elastic and electrical bounds and applications, elastic and resistivity models that 
account for pore shape. 
 
2.1.1 Pore Shape Characterization 
In this study, three different types of ellipsoids were chosen to analyze the shape of pores: 
prolate ellipsoid (needle-shape), oblate ellipsoid (disk-shape), and sphere. For a spheroid, there 
always exists one pair of semi-principle axes that are equal in length while the third semi-
principle axis length is either equal (sphere), greater than (prolate) or less than (oblate) the equal 
pair of semi-principle axes. To quantify the analysis for pore shape, the concept of aspect ratio (α) 
is introduced. In a 2D ellipse, as shown in Figure 2-1, the length of major axis is a, and the length 
of minor axis is b, then the aspect ratio equals to the ratio of length a versus length b. One thing 
to be noticed in rest of this study is that the aspect ratio discussed in this study is 3D aspect ratio, 





In a 3D system, the aspect ratio of an ellipsoid is presented in terms of the length of the 
polar axis versus the length of equatorial diameter by Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1 The semi-principle axis relations and aspect ratio of different pore shapes 
Shape Semi-principle Axis Relation Aspect ratio, α 
Sphere a=b=c α=1 
Prolate a>b=c α>1 
Oblate a=b>c α<1 
 
A prolate ellipsoid (needle-shape) is a spheroid that has the polar axis larger than the 
equatorial diameter. As shown in Figure 2-2-b, the aspect ratio of prolate spheroid is larger than 
1. Oblate ellipsoid (disk-shape) is the spheroid that has the polar axis shorter than the equatorial 
diameter (Figure 2-2-c). Opposite to prolate spheroid, its aspect ratio is smaller than 1. Sphere is 
an absolutely round geometrical and circular object, and has the aspect ratio equal to 1(Figure 
2-2-a).  
According to the previous studies of Smith et al.(Smith et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2009), it 
is reasonable to assume that tight gas sands contain a dual pore shape system. The pore shape of 
tight sand reservoir that constituents the greatest amount of pore space is intergranular spherical 
pore, and the low aspect ratio pores (disk-shape) only occupy a small volume fraction of total 
porosity.  
 






                                 
(a)                                                (b)                                               (c) 
Figure 2-2 Schematics of 3D sphere and ellipsoids. (a) Schematic of ellipsoidal pore. (b) 
Schematic of prolate ellipsoid. (c) Schematic of oblate ellipsoid.  
 
2.1.2 Elastic and Electrical Hashin-Shtrikman Bounds  
In this section we introduce the theoretical HS bounds since we will present our data and 
the pore shape models with respect to the bounds. The Hashin-Shtrikman (HS) bounds(Hashin 
and Shtrikman, 1962) give the narrowest possible range without the consideration of the 
geometry of the constituents, and are representative of a isotropic linear elastic system. 
Physically, HS bounds assume that the whole system space is filled by an assembly of random 
sizes spheres of one material, each surrounded by shells of other materials (Figure 2-3). Each 
sphere and its shell have the volume fractions of each material.  
       
(a)                                 (b) 
Figure 2-3 Schematic of Hashin-Shtrikman bound system of spheres/shells. (a) The schematic of 
elastic / electrical Hashin-Shtrikman bounds. Spheres are stiffer / more resistant material, and 
shells are softer / less resistant material. (b) The schematic of elastic / electrical Hashin-
Shtrikman bounds. Spheres are softer / less resistant material, and shells are stiffer / more 





















2.1.2.1 Elastic Bounds 
The upper HS bound represents the situation where the stiffer material forms the shell 
around the softer core, whereas the lower bound represents the situation where a softer shell is 
around the stiffer core(Hashin and Shtrikman, 1962). 
When considering a system with multiple constituents, the bounds of bulk modulus 
(    ) and shear modulus (    ) are(Mavko, 2009): 
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K  (2-7) 
The brackets . indicate an average over the constituents weighted by their volume 
fractions, K and   are bulk and shear modulus of the ith constituent.  

















Vs  (2-9) 
K and µ are the bulk and shear modulus of the material, and ρ is material density. 
The elastic Hashin-Shtrikman (HS) bounds are shown in Figure 2-4. The upper elastic HS 
bound is created when the spheres are water, and shells are quartz. The lower elastic HS bound is 
created when the spheres are quartz, and shells are water. Each constituent value for the bound is 
shown in Table 2-2: 
 
(a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 2-4 Elastic Hashin-Shtrikman upper and lower bounds. (a) P-wave velocity Hashin-
Shtrikman upper and lower bounds. (b) S-wave velocity Hashin-Shtrikman upper and lower 
bounds. Bounds and models were created assuming a quartz-water system. Notice that the Vs-
porosity lower HS bound overlaps with x axis since the shear modulus of one of the constituents 
(water) is zero. 
Table 2-2 The values of elastic properties and densities for each constituent in elastic Hashin-
Shtrikman bounds 
Constituent 
Bulk Modulus K 
(Gpa) 




Quartz 36.0 45.0 2.64 






2.1.2.2 Electrical Bounds 
The Hashin-Shtrikman (HS) bounds could also be applied to resistivity (R) in multi-











































    (2-15) 
  is electrical conductivity,      is the minimum conductivity,      is the maximum 
conductivity, N is the total number of constituents, f is fraction of each constituent. The electrical 
Hashin-Shtrikman (HS) bounds are shown in Figure 2-5 for a quartz-water system in terms of 






F   (2-16) 
F is formation factor, oR is the resistivity of the bulk material, and wR  is the resistivity of 
pore fluid.  This relationship assumed that the pore space is 100% brine saturated. 
In the example of a quartz-water system, the upper electrical HS bound is created when 
the spheres are water and shells are quartz, while the lower HS bound is created when the 
spheres are quartz, and shells are water.  To generate the bounds in Figure 2-5, the parameters 






Figure 2-5 Electrical Hashin-Shtrikman upper and lower bounds. Bounds and models were 
created assuming a quartz-water system. 








2.1.2.3 Elastic - Electrical Bounds  
Wempe(Wempe, 2000) indicated that by plotting the elastic versus electrical HS bounds 
in one figure, if elastic and electrical properties of one system change in similar trends with the 
change of porosity, then resistivity-velocity data is restricted to the narrow region between the 
lower HS     -Vp and upper     -Vp bounds. Otherwise, resistivity-velocity data pair will 
plot outside the narrow region, but still inside the bounds between upper     -lower HS Vp 
bound and lower HS     -upper Vp bound (Figure 2-6). Wempe(Wempe, 2000) showed 
conceptually how changes pore and mineral characteristics would influence where data plots 
within the elastic-electrical bounds. Wempe and Mavko(2006) introduced how this new elastic-
electrical plotting technique could be generally used to characterize changes in mineral and pore 
characteristics. By comparing the resistivity and data trends of different TGS datasets, resistivity-





Figure 2-6 shows that velocity-formation factor upper and lower bounds create an 
envelope, and theoretically any sample that has velocity-porosity and formation factor-porosity 
trends similar with each other should plot inside this envelope.  
 
Figure 2-6 Elastic – electrical Hashin-Shtrikman bounds. Notice that if elastic and electrical 
properties of one system change in similar trends with the change of porosity, then resistivity-
velocity data is restricted to the envelope between the dashed lines. Otherwise, resistivity-
velocity data pair will plot outside the envelope, but still inside the bounds of solid lines. 
 
2.1.3 Elastic and Electrical Pore Geometry Models Accounting for Pore Shape 
This section provides background on two theoretical models that can model elastic and 
electrical responses to changes in pore shape and/or grain shape: Self-consistent approximation 
and differential effective medium. 
 
2.1.3.1 Elastic Self-Consistent Approximation (SCA) Model 
An approximation that takes the geometry of inclusions into consideration is Self-
consistent Approximation (SCA). The SCA method assumes an as-yet-unknown background 
medium, and the composite is treated as an aggregate of all the constituents (Mavko, 2009). In 





isotropic and elastic(Budiansky, 1965). Wu(Te Wu, 1966) presented the self-consistent modulus 
estimates for two-phase composites as: 
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    (2-18) 
0K , 1K  and 2K  are the bulk modulus of composite, matrix and inclusion, 0 , 1  and 2  
are the shear modulus of composite, matrix and inclusion. 2C  are the volume fraction of 
inclusion, and the tensor ijklT relates the uniform far-field strain field to the strain within the 
ellipsoidal inclusion. 
Berryman(1980) gives a more general form of the self-consistent approximation for 
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In which   refers to ith material, ix  is volume fraction, P and Q are geometric factors, and 
the superscript *i on P and Q indicates that the factors are for an inclusion of material i in a 




SC (Berryman, 1980).  
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f  (2-38) 
For prolate spheroid, the aspect ratio 1 , and for oblate spheroid, 1 . The curves 
for elastic self consistent approximation model are shown in Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8. 
Notice that for elastic SCA model, it is assumed that(Mavko, 2009): 
1) All inclusions shapes are idealized ellipsoids; 
2) All materials are isotropic, linear and elastic; 
3) All inclusions are isolated with respect to fluid flow. 
 
 (a)                                                              (b) 
Figure 2-7 P-wave velocity-porosity Hashin-Shtrikman bounds and self-consistent 
approximation model. (a) Self-consistent approximation model with aspect ratio lower than 1 
(0.01-1.0). (b) Self-consistent approximation model with aspect ratio larger than 1 (1.0-100.0). 
Bounds and models were created assuming a quartz-water system, where quartz is sphere and 






 (a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 2-8 S-wave velocity-porosity Hashin-Shtrikman bounds and self-consistent 
approximation model. (a) Self-consistent approximation model with aspect ratio lower than 1 
(0.01-1.0). (b) Self-consistent approximation model with aspect ratio larger than 1 (1.0-100.0). 
Bounds and models were created assuming a quartz-water system, where quartz is sphere and 
only pore shape changes. 
 
2.1.3.2 Electrical Self-Consistent Approximation (SCA) Model 
Landauer derives a Self-consistent Approximation equation for conductivity of spherical 



























1 , 2  are the conductivity of two constituents, SC  is the conductivity of the 
mixture, which is also assumed be to completely homogeneous and isotropic. 
A more general form of the equation above for a composite made up of spherical 





















For ellipsoidal inclusions, the depolarizing factors aL , bL and cL along the principal 
directions a, b, c of the ellipsoid need to be considered. The self-consistent estimate for 









SCii Rf   (2-41) 

















In which i refers to ith material. 
Landau and Lifshitz(1960) provide a connection for depolarizing factors and aspect ratio 
in spheroid. For spherical inclusions, the depolarizing factors could be simplified to a general 
depolarizing factor L(Landau et al., 1960). 
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The curves for electrical self consistent approximation model are shown in Figure 2-9. 
 
(a)                                                                  (b) 
Figure 2-9 Formation factor-porosity Hashin-Shtrikman bounds and self-consistent 
approximation model. (a) Self-consistent approximation model for oblate pores with aspect ratio 
lower than 1 (0.01-1.0). (b) Self-consistent approximation model for prolate pores with aspect 
ratio larger than 1 (1.0-100.0). Bounds and models were created assuming a quartz-water system. 
SCA model has the aspect ratios from 0.01 to 1.0. 
For electrical SCA model, the assumptions are similar to the elastic(Mavko, 2009): 
1) All inclusions shapes are idealized ellipsoids; 
2) All inclusions are isolate with respect to fluid flow. Pore pressures are unequilibrated and 
adiabatic. Model is appropriate for high – frequency conditions. For low – frequency 





2.1.3.3 Elastic Differential Effective Medium (DEM) Model 
Similar to Self-consistent Approximation (SCA), Differential Effective Medium (DEM) 
is another method that could also consider the geometric details of each inclusion. However, 
different to SCA method, In DEM method models two-phase composites by taking one phase as 
the matrix, and the other is added incrementally into the matrix(Norris, 1985). The matrix begins 
as phase 1 and is changed at each step as a new increment of phase 2 material is added until the 
desired proportion of the constituents is reached. Thus, the DEM method shows path-dependent 
characteristics, means that the effective moduli depend on the construction path taken to reach 
the final composite(Mavko, 2009).  
Berryman(1992) has provided the system of ordinary differential equations for the 
effective bulk and shear moduli as(Berryman, 1992): 
   )()()()1( )2(**2* yPKKyK
dy
d
y   (2-53) 
   )()()()1( )2(**2* yQy
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d
y    (2-54) 
with 1
* )0( KK   and  1
* )0(   , where K1 and µ1 are the bulk and shear moduli of the 
initial host material, K2 and µ2 are the bulk and shear moduli of the incrementally added 
inclusions, and y is the concentration of added inclusions. 
The coefficient P and Q for ellipsoidal inclusions of arbitrary aspect ratio are the same as 
elastic SCA model. The curves for elastic differential effective medium model are shown in 
Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11. 
The assumptions of  elastic DEM model share are(Mavko, 2009): 
1) All inclusions are isolated. Pore pressures are unequilibrated and adiabatic. Model is 
appropriate for high – frequency conditions. Models are valid when wavelength is much 





2) DEM model assume a process of incrementally adding inclusion to the matrix, which 
should not be taken to provide an accurate description of the natural rock porosity 
evolution. 
 
(a)                                                                (b) 
Figure 2-10 P-wave velocity-porosity Hashin-Shtrikman bounds and differential effective 
medium model. (a) Differential effective medium model with aspect ratio lower than 1 (0.01-1.0). 
(b) Differential effective medium model with aspect ratio larger than 1 (1.0-100.0). Bounds and 
models were created assuming a quartz-water system.  
 
 
(a)                                                         (b) 
Figure 2-11 S-wave velocity-porosity Hashin-Shtrikman bounds and differential effective 
medium model. (a) Differential effective medium model with aspect ratio lower than 1 (0.01-1.0). 






2.1.3.4 Electrical Differential Effective Medium (DEM) Model 
The DEM method for electrical properties of a two-constituents system contains spherical 
inclusions was first introduced by Bruggeman(1935): 






















  (2-55) 
In which y is the volume fraction of spherical inclusions. Berryman(1995) provides the 
analytic solution with the initial condition 1

































For ellipsoidal pores, Sen (1981)(Sen et al., 1981) concluded the general form of 

































In which L is the general depolarizing factor, and for spheres, L=1/3. Derivation of L is 
the same as electrical SCA model. 
The assumptions of  electrical DEM model share are(Mavko, 2009): 
1) All materials are isotropic, linear and elastic; 
2) All inclusions are isolated. Pore pressures are unequilibrated and adiabatic. Model is 
appropriate for high – frequency conditions. For low – frequency field situations, use dry 
inclusions and then saturate using Gassmann relations; 
3) Models are valid when wavelength is much longer than the scale of the heterogeneities; 
4) DEM model assume a process of incrementally adding inclusion to the matrix, which 







2.2 Model Analysis 
The models that were used in this study are the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds to bound the 
possible range in elastic and electrical data and Self Consistent Approximation (SCA) method to 
model pore shape. 
In model build up process, to demonstrate the models with respect to the bounds, it was 
assumed that the sample is a pure quartz-brine system. We chose this system since XRD data 
from CoreLab Inc. at the same interval and faces of our samples suggests 81% quartz. All the 
mineral grains are assumed to be spheres, and pore aspect ratio could be controlled, also multiple 
pore shapes are allowed in the modeling parameters.  
 
2.2.1 Elastic Self-Consistent Approximation (SCA) Model 
The self-consistent approximation method (SCA) is theoretically within Hashin-
Shtrikman bounds (Figure 2-7and Figure 2-8). For oblate pores (α<1), the P/S-wave velocities of 
system that has larger aspect ratio is larger than the velocity of small aspect ratio system. Also, 
with an increasing α, porosity-P/S-wave velocity correlation deceases. 
To the contrary, for prolate pores where α>1, P/S-wave velocity decreases at the same 
porosity. Notice that the aspect ratios larger than 1.0 have less influence on the P/S-wave 
porosity - porosity correlation compared to aspect ratios lower than 1.0. In other words, changes 
in α for needle shaped pores do not translate into much of a change in Vp and Vs. 
Another thing to be noticed about the elastic SCA model is that for each aspect ratio 
system, at certain porosity, SCA model overlaps with lower HS bound.  
The elastic DEM model also shows similar trends. According to Figure 2-10 and Figure 
2-11, the correlation between pore shape and elastic – porosity trend lines of DEM model is 
similar to SCA model, except that DEM models tend to indicate higher the velocities with given 
aspect ratios. One difference between elastic DEM and SCA models is that for each pore shape, 





models of α converge at the same porosity. Notice that when pore aspect ratio equals to 1.0, the 
critical porosity is 100%.  
 
2.2.2 Electrical Self-Consistent Approximation (SCA) Model 
The electrical SCA models obey the HS bounds as shown in Figure 2-9. For oblate (α<1) 
and prolate (α>1) pores, as the aspect ratio increases, its influence on formation factor-porosity 
also decreases with increasing porosity as the same of elastic model. The electrical SCA models 
shows similar trend as elastic models; formation factor deceases with the increase of aspect ratio. 
As α increases from 0 to 1 (oblate), formation factor increases at the same porosity. From aspect 
ratio of 1 to nearly infinite (prolate), formation factor decrease at the same porosity. Notice that 
different to the elastic SCA model, the aspect ratios larger than 1.0 have a similar influence on 
the P-wave porosity - porosity correlation compared to aspect ratios lower than 1.0 (Figure 2-9). 
Also, in Figure 2-9, notice that for one aspect ratio trend, at one certain porosity, the 
formation factor rise rapidly and approaching electrical upper HS bound.  
 
2.3 Elastic-Electrical Self-Consistent Approximation (SCA) Results 
Figure 2-12 is the plot of P-wave velocity – formation factor HS bounds and SCA model. 
From Figure 2-12 we notice that the SCA models for single aspect ratio system does not fit into 
the upper-lower bounds envelope defined by the area between the green and dark blue dashed 
lines in Figure 2-12, while are still inside the bound created by Vp upper – formation factor 
lower HS bound and Vp lower – formation factor upper HS bound defined by the area between 
the green dashed and solid red lines. 
Elastic – electrical SCA models have similar trends for prolate and oblate pores. For 
prolate pores (α>1.0), at same P-wave velocity, formation factor decreases as  aspect ratio 
increases, and trend lines are more close to lower-lower HS bound, while for oblate pores 
(0<α<1.0), the trends are opposite to prolate pores, and approaching to Vp upper – formation 









Figure 2-12 P-wave velocity-Formation factor Hashin-Shtrikman bounds and self-consistent 
approximation model. (a) Self-consistent approximation model with aspect ratio lower than 1 
(0.01-1.0). (b) Self-consistent approximation model with aspect ratio larger than 1 (1.0-100.0). 
Bounds and models were created assuming a quartz-water system. Each pore aspect ratio line is 
plotted above critical porosity. 
 
2.4 Discussion 
From the models, several discussions about the pore shape-elastic & electrical properties 





The analysis above implies that pore shape (aspect ratio) is one of the parameters that 
affect the reservoir elastic and electrical characteristics. However, in the self-consistent model, 
elastic properties and electrical properties of reservoir have different sensitivity to pore aspect 
ratio.  
Assume a two-constituent system, in which all mineral grains are sphere, and pores are 
either prolate or oblate ellipsoids. For prolate pores (α>1.0), P/S-wave velocities and formation 
factors show different trends towards aspect ratio. Elastically, aspect ratios larger than 1.0 do not 
have a significant effect on P/S-wave velocity, while oblate pores do. Formation factor-resistivity 
correlation is as sensitive to prolate pores as oblate pores. 
Whereas, for oblate pores (0<α<1.0), the SCA model predicts that both P/S-wave 
velocity-porosity and formation factor-porosity show similar trends: higher aspect ratio pore 
systems have larger elastic and electrical values at the same porosity, compared to lower aspect 
ratio pore systems. Also, the influence of aspect ratio on P/S-wave velocity and formation factor 
decreases as aspect ratio itself increases. 
The reason for this difference could be presented physically. In a two-constituent system, 
when all other parameters except pore space characteristics are certain, P and S-wave velocities 
are influenced by the concentration and deformability of pore space, and formation factor 
actually relies more on the connectivity of the pores. An oblate pore (disk-shape pore) has more 
elastic deformability compared to spherical and prolate pores, while the needle-shaped prolate 
pore has better electrical connectivity under same porosity.  Therefore, elastic velocity is more 
sensitive to prolate pores, and formation factor shows a similar respond to prolate and oblate 
pores.  
In Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8, both Vp and Vs SCA models all join the elastic lower HS 
bounds at certain porosities, referring that above specific porosity values, all the mineral grains 
would be disconnected, and the elastic modulus of whole system is equal to the ones of pore 
fluid. Thus, these porosity values should be defined as percolation threshold for each aspect ratio 
system. Note that the critical porosity for Vp and Vs should be consistent. In Figure 2-7 and 
Figure 2-8, it is obviously that critical porosity value increases as aspect ratio increases from 0 to 





In Figure 2-9, at high porosity range, it is apparent that SCA formation factor – porosity 
trends follow electrical lower HS bound, until certain percolation thresholds were reached, and 
formation factor values rise rapidly, approaching the formation factor value of mineral grains. 
That being said, the electrical flow in the rock will be blocked under these porosities. Thereby, 
this certain porosity could be defined as electrical percolation threshold, under which all the 
pores in the system are disconnected. This percolation threshold also increases as aspect ratio 
rises from 0 to 1.0, and decreases as aspect ratio keeps increasing from 1.0 to 100. 
Figure 2-12 shows the P-wave – formation factor SCA models together with HS bounds. 
As mentioned in section 2.3, under the circumstance of mineral grains being perfect sphere, all 
models will plot outside of the area created by lower-lower and upper-upper HS bounds, but still 
inside the area of elastic upper – electrical lower  and elastic lower – electrical upper bounds. 
This implies that in SCA model, the elastic and electrical do not have similar correlation to 
porosity. Elastic SCA model tends to be closer to the elastic upper HS bound, while electrical 
SCA model is close to electrical lower HS bound.  
Further study on elastic – electrical SCA model demonstrates that only the pore shape has 
the capability of altering Vp – formation factor trend lines into the envelop of upper-lower HS 
bounds.  The main parameter that could influence the Vp – formation factor trend lines is aspect 
ratio of pores, specifically when grain aspect ratio is lower than 1. The contact between oblate 
pores will decrease the connectivity of electrical flow path, thus stimulates the modeled 
formation factor approaching electrical upper HS bound, and place the Vp – formation factor 






CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
 
This chapter describes the samples chosen for experiments and the experimental methods 
used to quantify pore shape and measure resistivity and ultrasonic velocities on those samples. 
 
3.1 Samples 
Six core plug samples from the Mesa Verde Group tight gas sands (TGS) were selected 
to demonstrate how pore shape can be modeled using resistivity – velocity data. This section 
describes the geology of the Mesa Verde Group, how samples were selected from a set of tight 
sand core plugs, and how the samples were then prepared for experiments. 
 
3.1.1 Geological Background 
The tight gas sand plugs used in this study were collected from the Mesaverde Total 
Petroleum System (TPS) in Uinta Basin, Utah.  According to Johnson and Roberts(Johnson et al., 
2005), the Mesaverde Total Petroleum System in the Uinta and Piceance Basins produces mainly 
natural gas from coal and organic-rich strata in the Cretaceous Mesaverde Group. In the Uinta 
Basin, the Mesaverde Group includes Star Point Sandstone, the Blackhawk, Price River, Neslen, 
Farrer and Tuscher Formations, and the Castlegate and Sego Sandstones. In our case, the 
samples we use come from Well 33, located in Natural Buttes field (eastern Uinta Basin), and 
cored from undivided Tuscher, Farrer and Neslen Formations. 
In the Natural Buttes Field, the thickness of Mesaverde Group approaches 70 feet, the 
porosity ranges from 8 to 12 percent, and reservoir permeability is less than 0.1 mD(Osmond, 
1992). The producing and potential reservoir rocks in Upper Cretaceous Mesaverde Group are 
primarily fluvial channels sandstone beds, deposited by meandering to braided river systems in 






Figure 3-1  Generalized stratigraphic column of Uinta-Piceance Province, showing total 
petroleum systems and intervals of hydrocarbon production and source rocks(Johnson et al., 
2005). The red box represents the formation which selected samples are from. 
 
3.1.2 Sample Selection 
The experiments were performed with 6 fully brine-saturated tight sand plugs from Well 
33 in the Mesaverde Group, Natural Buttes Field, Uinta Basin, Utah. The coring depth and 





and measured by Castillo and Prasad, XRD data measured by CoreLab, Inc., Vp anisotropy data 
was collected by Liwei Ou). The permeability and porosity values were measured by unsteady 
state pressure decay permeameter and porosimeter. From the table, we could find that the 
samples have highly similar depth intervals and hydraulic properties. 





















23-1 8000.20 0.017 9.3 2.70 
16% 81% 
0.00498 
23-2 8001.20 0.015 9.0 2.69 0.006465 
23-6 8005.15 0.021 10.3 2.67 0.005296 
23-7 8006.20 0.021 10.3 2.67 0.00514 
23-8 8007.20 0.021 10.6 2.68 0.008644 
 
All the 6 cores were chosen from a Mesaverde sample set that contain 34 cleaned 1 in. 
diameter tight gas sands plugs. Samples were selected based on the clay content and elastic 
isotropy. First, cores were sequenced based on the Gamma Ray log response, and cores with 
lowest GR API values are preferred (procedure finished by Castillo and Prasad at 2011). Second, 
the elastic isotropy of each core is quantified by the shear velocity variance: shear velocities 
were firstly measured on a random direction of core ends, then the directions that are 90° and 45° 
to the first direction, cores that have lower shear velocity variance were selected. Eventually, the 
5 cores were chosen from the sample set. The detailed selection procedure will be further 
presented in Appendix A. 
 
3.1.3 Sample Preparation 
For the high resolution (1.5 µm) micro-XCT imaging, appropriate mini sample plug need 
to be prepared. A piece of sample 23-8 was shaped to a cylinder that was approximately 10mm 
long and 1.0mm in diameter. The sample then was oven dried for 24 hours, and mounted to 





For the lower resolution (10 µm) micro-XCT imaging and for the resistivity and velocity 
measurements, the plugs of tight gas sands for this study were trimmed to accurate cylinder 
shape. Samples have the length from 3.0 to 3.7 cm, and the diameter from 2.52 to 2.54 cm. After 
the trimming, samples were vacuum dried at 75°C for 24 hours, and dry sample weights were 
measured by electronic balance.  
Before the resistivity – velocity measurements were performed, the sample cores were 
fully saturated with brine. For the saturation process, cores and 40,000 ppm NaCl solution were 
placed in vacuum chamber for vacuuming for 12 hours, then cores were immersed in saturation 
fluid, and kept pressure saturating at 2500 psi. During the process, full saturation was considered 
reached when the pump fluid volume had not changed by 0.01 mL over an eight hour period. 
After saturation process, samples were left in brine and kept vacuumed for another week before 
measurement. The weights of saturated samples were recorded to check saturation porosities 
against the helium porosities provided in Table 3-1. The detailed sample preparation procedure 
will be further presented in Appendix B. 
 
3.2 Measurements Methods 
This section describes the measurement methods used to quantify pore shape and to 
jointly measure acoustic velocities and resistivity.  
 
3.2.1 Pore Shape Methods 
Both thin sections and micro-XCT images were used to understand and quantify pore 
shape. From the same depth interval and well as selected samples, thin section images provided 
by CoreLab were used to understand expected grain pore shape. In Figure 3-2, similar to Smith 
et al.(Smith et al., 2010) observations, a dual pore shape system appears to exist in the tight sand 
samples selected: nearly spherical, intergranual pores, and low aspect ratio, disk-like pores. The 
porosity in thin section image consists of a mixture of intergranual, secondary inter-granule and 
intra-granule pores. Both types of the inter-granule pores are well connected in this 2D plane. 





     
(a)                                                                  (b) 
Figure 3-2 Thin section images of Well 33, at depth of 8001.20 feet. Color blue represents pore 
space in the sample, white and dark color stand for mineral grains. Notice the existence of low 
aspect ratio pores and sphere pores.  Thin section imaging was processed by CoreLab, Inc.  
In this study, a three dimensional image of the pores and matrix of sample 23-8 was 
generated using a high resolution micro-CT scanner (XRadia, MicroXCT-400).  The micro-XCT 
images were used to interpret the detailed pore shapes in a selected sample (23-8). During the 
scanning, a heterogeneous beam of X-rays, generated by an X-ray generator, is focused on the 
sample. The X-rays then pass through the sample and are captured by an X-ray detector. The X-
ray absorption amount on the path is determined by the density and composition of sample 
constituents. Finally, the scanner creates a series of 256-gray scale 2D images representing a 
density difference, light gray representing high density constituent and dark gray representing 
low density. 
Both high (1.187 µm) and low (10 µm) resolution micro-CT images were generated. The 
result of the low resolution imaging failed to provide any detailed pore shape information, so 
only high resolution imaging process will be discussed here. 
Images were captured on a mini-plug (see Sample Preparation) at high resolution (1.5 
µm).  The image series consist of 962 slices spaced 1.185 µm apart vertically along a cylinder, 
together generating a cylindrical volume that is 1.14 mm in length and 0.9 mm in diameter. At 
this resolution, pores larger than 1.4 µm could be recognized. The settings of the micro-CT scans 





Table 3-2 Setting information of micro-CT scanning on sample 23-8 (Micro-CT imaging 
processed by George Radziszewski) 
Image Size 982 × 982 
Source Setting 150kV  65µA 
Source – RA Distance 42.6022mm 
Detector – RA Distance 7.5994mm 
Pixel Size 1.1868µm 
Optical Magnification 19.307 : “20×” 
Exposure Time 50.0000sec 
 
Software Blob3D (created by Department of Geological Sciences, University of Texas at 
Austin) was used to process captured images. In Blob3D, the images are analyzed as a 
contiguous set of 3D pixels, and blobs that are within given gray-scale range and meet the pre-set 
criteria. In our situation, we were able to process 150 images (slices) at one time, so it took 7 
cycles to process the whole 962 slices of a mini sample plug. Blob3D provides detailed 
information for each single pore, including pore volume, surface area, aspect ratio and 
maximum/minimum axis length. Blob3D data processing steps will be presented in Appendix D, 
and derived data analysis will be discussed in the next chapter. 
 
3.2.2 Elastic Measurement Description 
For the elastic measurement, we used the pulse transmission method. The equipment 
includes a pulse or wave generator, two piezoelectric crystal transducers, a digital oscilloscope, 
and a pressure vessel.  
The critical component of the elastic measurement setup is the P- and S-wave 
piezoelectric crystal transducers. For the receiving transducer, when a piezoelectric crystal is 
mechanically strained or deformed by an external stress, an electrical charge appears on crystal 
surfaces; the resulting electrical voltage is transmitted through wiring to the oscilloscope. As the 





transmitting transducer, when a piezoelectric crystal is excited by an electrical charge from a 
pulser, the crystal create either compressional or shear strain. 
During the experiment, electrical signal generated by the pulser are sent to the transducer, 
and piezoelectric crystal transferred the electrical signals to mechanical ultrasonic waves. Each 
transducer contains one compressional crystal and one shear crystal; both crystals have 
chrome/gold electrodes on both sides, and vibrate at the frequency of 1 MHz. The compressional 
and shear waves travel through the sample, and are received by the receiving transducer placed 
on the opposite end of the sample. The receiving piezoelectric crystals convert the ultrasonic 
waves back to electrical signal and are recorded by digital oscilloscope.  Thus, the traveling time 
of ultrasonic waves are measured on oscilloscope, and corrected to the actual travel time by 
subtracting the time of flight, which is the time that wave travels in the wire lines. P- and S-wave 
velocities could be calculated by V=L/Δt, where L is the distance between two transducers, and 
Δt is the corrected wave travel time. 
 
3.2.3 Electrical Measurement Background 
The electrical measurement method performed in this study is a two-electrode technique. 
For the two-electrode method, the core plug is mounted between two aluminum cylinder 
electrodes, a known magnitude current passes through the electrodes and sample(Rust, 1952). 
The potential drop across the sample is measured by the two electrodes. The resistivity of the 
sample is computed using the following equations: 











In which:  









L – Electrode distance, which equals to the distance between electrodes in two-electrode 
method (m) 
D – Sample diameter, (m) 
r – Measured resistance (Ω) 
R – Sample’s resistivity (Ω∙m) 
Rust(Rust, 1952) proved that with proper techniques, both two-electrode and four-
electrode method would both provide reliable resistivity values. Compared to four-electrode 
method, the two-electrode method measures the electrical property across the whole sample, 
which yields more consistent results. The four electrode technique is preferred when the sample 
is more homogeneous and isotropic.   
Nevertheless, one thing to note is that the possible contact resistance between electrodes 
and sample could be high, which may cause an erroneous measurement result for two-electrode 
methods. To avoid this problem, the ends of electrodes were painted with a thin layer of sliver 
epoxy, to minimize the contact resistance to a negligible value compared to the resistance of the 
sample itself.  
Another potential problem is that generally at low frequencies (<1 KHz), polarization 
may occur at the conducting mineral grains – fluid interfaces because of an electron double 
layer(Zimmermann et al., 2008). To avoid this problem, resistivity measurements were 
performed at the frequency of 1 kHz and 10 kHz.  
 
3.2.4 Elastic – Electrical Measurement Procedure 
For the simultaneous acoustic – electrical measurement, a 1 in. diameter, fully brine-
saturated sample was placed within 1 in. inner diameter viton rubber sleeve, which is then sealed 
on each end with 1 in. diameter cylindrical transducers/electrodes and hose clamps. The 





transducers/electrodes were painted with thin layer of silver epoxy, to eliminate the contact 
resistance between electrodes and brine-saturated samples. Since the electrodes also act as 
transducers, the layer of epoxy has to be thin enough so that it does not influence the measured 
elastic properties of the sample. The schematic of transducer is shown below (Figure 3-3). All 
transducer assembly and calibration process are shown in Appendix C. 
 
Figure 3-3 Schematic of elastic – electrical measurement transducer. The material of transducer 
is aluminum. Compressional and shear crystals are placed in the 0.28 in. diameter holes, with 
surfaces level up to aluminum surface. The 1/16 in. hole in the center is pore fluid line. The 
schematic is modified from the original design by Mike Batzle. 
The sleeved sample was placed into a stainless steel pressure vessel; all the wires were 
connected to oscilloscope and LCR meter through the connectors on the vessel cap. Pore 
pressure line and confining pressure line could both be controlled by a syringe pump. The 
schematic of pressure vessel is shown below (Figure 3-4). 
Throughout the experiment, pore pressure remains constant at ambient pressure 











steps. P- and S-wave travel time and electrical resistance were recorded at every pressure stage, 
and velocities and electrical resistivities at each pressure were derived.  
 
 
Figure 3-4 The schematic of pressure vessel. Vessel head contains the connector ports for 


















CHAPTER 4 RESULTS 
 
In this chapter, we discuss the experimental results and modeling results, with respect to 
both micro-CT imaging and elastic – electrical measurement.  In summary, assuming a dual pore 
shape system, we interpreted large pore characteristics using the micro-XCT image and modeled 
the small pore characteristics using a combination of porosity data as a function of confining 
pressure and also electrical and elastic self-consistent modeling.  We evaluated three different 
scenarios during our modeling using the self-consistent approximation: (1) only porosity of large 
volume pores decreases with pressure; (2) porosities of both large and small volume pores 
decreases with pressure; (3) only porosity of small volume pores decreases with pressure.  We 
did not evaluate the potential effects of change in shape with change in confining pressure since 
the change in aspect ratio is expected to be insignificant. 
 
4.1 Pore Shape Results 
After the micro-XCT imaging, we used Blob3D to process the pores in the mini core plug 
from sample 23-8. If given the assumption that pores have volume larger than 
35 mm10  are large 
volume pores, vice versa are small volume pores, then Table 4-1 infers that large pores, though 
the absolute amount is nearly negligible compared to small pores, they control a large proportion 
of the total porosity. The original and processed micro-CT images are shown in Figure 4-1. 
Notice that in Figure 4-1-b, the large pores are connected by small cracks. 
Unfortunately, due to the limitation of the micro-XCT image resolution (1.4  m), we 
could not comprehensively quantify the small pore characteristics from the images. Therefore, 
the pore shape of small volume pores was modeled using elastic – electrical data and models. 
Also, the porosity of small volume pores was estimated by the difference between the connected 
porosity measured on the 1 in. diameter core plug and large pore porosity from the micro-XCT 
image processing on the mini plug; that value is 0.0245. This method for approximating the 
small pore porosity might be an underestimate since there might be disconnected porosity that is 





between the 1mm mini-plug (created from the 1 in. diameter plug), and the 1 in. diameter plug 
itself.  
Table 4-1 Pore amount and porosity information of sample 23-8 from Blob3D(Image processed 
by Xuejing Guo) 
 Large Pores 
Number of Pores 5 
Porosity (v/v) 0.0785 
Average Surface Area ( 2mm ) 0.30370 
Average Pore Volume ( 3mm ) 0.000703 
Average Aspect Ratio (v/v) 0.3* 
Total Surface Area ( 2mm ) 1.51828 
Total Pore Volume ( 3mm ) 0.003516 
* Average aspect ratio of large and small pores was derived from SA/V – aspect ratio correlation. 
 
(a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 4-1 The original and processed micro-CT images of slice 481. (a) Original micro-CT 
image of slice 481; (b) Pore space of slice 481 recognized by software. 
Figure 4-2 shows the distribution of pore volume and surface area in large pores. It 
suggests that the majority of pores in the sample have small volume and surface area; the amount 





of large pores is very limited, but they control the most proportion of the volume, surface area 
and porosity in the sample. 
 
(a)                                                                    (b) 
Figure 4-2 Histogram of (a) pore volume and (b) surface area of large volume pores from micro-
CT imaging. 
Blob3D provided pore volume (V) and surface area (SA) of each single recognized pore. 
The software also computed the maximum and minimum semi-principle axes of each pore that it 
is able to define these lengths. However, because of the complicated shape of large pores, the 
software was not able to compute their aspect ratio. Thus, the aspect ratio of large pores was 
inferred from SA/V – L/W values. Relationship between SA/V ratio and length/width (L/W) 
ratio was computed for prolate and oblate ellipsoid. The equations for surface area and volume of 





















  (4-3) 
In which a=L/2 (major axis) and b=W/2 (minor axis). 






















  (4-6) 
In which a=W/2 (minor axis) and b=L/2 (major axis). 
Blob3D provide surface area and pore volume values for all large volume pores, as long 
as the average aspect ratio for large volume pores are 0.3. Thereby in this study, 0.3 is 
considered as the aspect ratio for large volume pores. 
Because not all small pores could be characterized using the micro-XCT image and 
processing, the aspect ratio of small pores will be derived in using the elastic – electrical pore 
geometry model, given both shape possibilities: oblate and prolate ellipsoids. 
 
4.2 Porosity Change with Pressure Results 
The connected porosities of samples at 3 pressure stages (1000psi, 1800psi, 2500psi) 
were measured on 4 samples. According to Figure 4-3, the effective porosity of measured 
samples decreased as the confining pressure increase.  
 
Figure 4-3 Connected porosity vs effective stress of measured samples. Data was measured on 3 
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Table 4-2 Volume fractions of small and large pores at each pressure stage. 
 Pressure (psi) 
Small Pore Volume 
Fraction (v/v) 
Large Pore Volume 
Fraction (v/v) 
Scenario 1 
(Only large pore porosity 
changes from change in 
effective stress) 
ΔΦL=0.01 
0 0.02 0.08 
500 0.02 0.078 
1000 0.02 0.076 
1500 0.02 0.074 
2000 0.02 0.072 
2500 0.02 0.07 
Scenario 2 
(Both large and small pore 
porosities change from 
change in effective stress) 
ΔΦL=0.005, ΔΦS=0.005 
0 0.02 0.08 
500 0.019 0.079 
1000 0.018 0.078 
1500 0.017 0.077 
2000 0.016 0.076 
2500 0.015 0.075 
Scenario 3 
(only small pore porosity 
changes from change in 
effective stress) 
ΔΦS=0.01 
0 0.02 0.08 
500 0.018 0.08 
1000 0.016 0.08 
1500 0.014 0.08 
2000 0.012 0.08 
2500 0.01 0.08 
 
Theoretically, depending on the deformability of large and small volume pores, the 
porosity changed with pressure may be attributed to the deformation of large pores, small pores, 
or equally contributed by large and small pores. In section below, we use the change in porosity 
as a function of confining stress results to model the effects of confining pressure on pore shape 
and porosity using the self-consistent approximation method. 
As mentioned in modeling process, the velocity of a tight sand reservoir with a dual pore 
shape system is affected by the shape and amount of each type of pore. In order to derive the 





different scenarios on the volume fraction of each pore shape change with pressure were 
presented: (1) only porosity of large volume pores decreases with pressure; (2) porosities of both 
large and small volume pores decreases with pressure; (3) only porosity of small volume pores 
decreases with pressure.  The volume fractions of small and large pores are shown in Table 4-2.  
 
4.3 Pore Shape Modeling Using Elastic – Electrical Measurements 
Joint acoustic-electrical measurements were made on four samples.  In this section we 
discuss using the SCA model to model the changes in pore shape during electrical and elastic 
measurements. The reason to choose to use the SCA model over the DEM model in this study is 




In modeling process, several assumptions were made: 
(1) The HS bounds and SCA models assume a quartz-brine system.  
(2) All the inclusions in the system are ideal ellipsoids. 
(3) All inclusions are isolated with respect to fluid flow. 
Also, we assume a quartz – brine system, and the properties of each material are shown in 
Table 4-3. 
Table 4-3 Elastic & electrical properties of each material in the model  
Constituent 
Bulk Modulus K 
(Gpa) 






Quartz 36.0 45.0 2.64 1.0×10
16
 






4.3.2 Elastic Modeling & Measurements Results 
Figure 4-4 shows the relationship between P/S-wave velocity and effective stress. From 
effective stress of 0psi to 2500psi, P-wave and S-wave velocity increased up to 10%.  We 
hypothetically explain this by the stiffness of spherical pores and closure of disk-shape pores. 
The increase of Vp and Vs is constant, and all four samples exhibit very similar elastic 
characteristics.    
 
Figure 4-4 P/S-wave velocity vs effective stress of measured samples.  
Figure 4-5 shows elastic SCA model for the scenario 1, 2, and 3. The porosity of small 
volume pores was assumed to be 0.03, and the porosity of large pores changed at 6 stages. We 
defined the aspect ratio of small volume pores as 0.001, and large volume pores to be 0.3. The 
measured data was also plotted, and for each sample, the effective stress increased at 6 steps: 
0psi, 500psi, 1000psi, 1500psi, 2000psi and 2500psi. In scenario 1, we may observe that no 
matter how the porosity of large volume pore changes, the elastic SCA model would not match 
the data trend with the pressure change. The elastic SCA models of scenario 2 show a larger 
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experimental data. Only in scenario 3, the elastic SCA model matches the measured velocity data 





Figure 4-5 Elastic self-consistent approximation for scenario 1, 2 and 3. (a) SCA model for P-
wave velocity. (b) SCA model for S-wave velocity. The mineral grains are assumed to be sphere, 
and aspect ratios for large and small pores are assumed to be 0.3 and 0.001. The volume fraction 
of small pore in total porosity is 0.0200. Samples are plotted at 6 different pressure stages: 0psi, 
500psi, 1000psi, 1500psi, 2000psi and 2500psi. 
 
4.3.3 Electrical Modeling & Measurements Results 
Figure 4-6 shows the correlation between formation factor and effective stress of 





has a larger impact on formation factor values. From 0psi to 2500psi, the formation factor 
increased in ratio of 250%. Also, at pressure stage of 2000psi, the changing rate of formation 
factor increased, for the reason that formation factor is highly sensitive to the connectivity 
between pore space, including the connection of disk-shape pores.  
 
Figure 4-6 Formation factor vs effective stress of measured samples.  
Similar to the elastic SCA models, three scenarios were also built to match the measured 
electrical data and electrical SCA model: (1) only porosity of large volume pores decreases with 
pressure; (2) porosities of both large and small volume pores decreases with pressure; (3) only 
porosity of small volume pores decreases with pressure.   
As presented in Figure 4-7, scenario 1 of electrical SCA model does not cover the range 
of electrical data with pressure change. Also, compared to the elastic model & data, the electrical 
SCA model seems to underestimate the formation factors of the samples at the same aspect ratio. 
In scenario 2, the new electrical SCA model shows a wider range, but still does not match the 
experimental data range.  
It is obvious that in scenario 3, the electrical SCA model improves the matching between 
model and the measured velocity data at each pressure step. However, compared to the elastic 
SCA model of scenario 3, the electrical SCA model tends to underestimate the value of 
formation factor. The porosity of small volume pores needs to change in a wider range to match 
the measured formation factor change. This mismatch is possibly caused by the limitation of 
electrical SCA model.  The electrical inclusion models have limitation because it assumes non-
100
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connected fluids, which does not correspond to the real rock structure and real electrical current 
flow. 
 
Figure 4-7 Electrical self-consistent approximation for scenario 1, 2 and 3. The mineral grains 
are assumed to be sphere, and aspect ratios for large and small pores are assumed to be 0.3 and 
0.001. The volume fraction of small pore in total porosity is 0.0200. Samples are plotted at 6 
different pressure stages: 0psi, 500psi, 1000psi, 1500psi, 2000psi and 2500psi. 
 
4.3.4 Elastic – Electrical Modeling & Measurements Results 
Measured P-wave velocity – formation factor data were also plotted with and the elastic – 
electrical SCA model and HS bounds of all three scenarios to match the measured elastic – 
electrical data and elastic – electrical SCA model: (1) only porosity of large volume pores 
decreases with pressure; (2) porosities of both large and small volume pores decreases with 
pressure; (3) only porosity of small volume pores decreases with pressure.   
Figure 4-8 presented the modeling result for scenario 1, 2 and 3. It was shown that similar 
to elastic and electrical modeling results, elastic – electrical SCA models of scenario 1 and 2 are 





volume fraction, the SCA model would gradually match the trend of sample data, and cover the 





Figure 4-8 Elastic self-consistent approximation for scenario 1, 2 and 3. (a) SCA model for P-
wave velocity. (b) SCA model for S-wave velocity. The mineral grains are assumed to be sphere, 
and aspect ratios for large and small pores are assumed to be 0.3 and 0.001. The volume fraction 
of small pore in total porosity is 0.0200. Samples are plotted at 6 different pressure stages: 0psi, 







CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK 
 
5.1 Summary and Conclusions 
This study explored the influence of pore shape (aspect ratio) on the elastic – electrical 
properties in tight sand reservoirs.  Elastic – electrical bounds and pore geometry modeling 
methods were introduced in this study; also experimental methods were applied to justify the 
validity of the modeling method. The conclusions of this study are listed below. 
1) Micro-CT image results suggest that the samples we selected can be characterized by a 
dual pore shape system: low porosity micro-cracks and high porosity, nearly-spherical 
pores. The relatively larger pores in the sample (pore volume larger than 35 mm10 ) were 
characterized using micro-CT image processing: porosity of 0.07 and aspect ratio of 0.3. 
However, with the limitation of image resolution and software, we were unable to 
reliably quantify the small pore characteristics. 
2) By subtracting the large pore porosity from the CMS connected porosity, we concluded 
that the small, micro-crack pores have the porosity of 0.02, and show the characteristics 
of disk-like cracks. 
3) Based on the porosity – pressure curves, 3 scenarios of the pore shape change were 
considered. Both elastic and electrical SCA models demonstrate that only when assuming 
the increasing pressure only decreases the porosity of small volume pores, the elastic 
modeling method could match the trend direction of experimental data. However, due to 
the model assumption of fluid isolation, the electrical model does not match the measured 
data trend as the elastic model. 
4) According to Berge et al.(1995), the aspect ratio of small pore is selected as 0.001, and 
this value could be considered as the estimated value of small pore aspect ratio. However, 
at this aspect ratio, the electrical SCA models tend to underestimate the formation factor 






5.2 Future Work 
In this study, elastic and electrical SCA models present a match with the measured 
sample data. However, the models have several major assumptions that limit the ability of model 
to predict the velocity/formation factor – porosity correlations. Thereby, the future work of this 
study would include: 
1) Build elastic – electrical Differential Effective Medium (DEM) models based on 
quantified pore shape information, compare with SCA models; 
2) Re-process the elastic – electrical joint measurement under different saturation 
conditions, explore the effect of the saturation exponent on samples’ elastic & 
electrical properties. 
3) Include clay effect into pore shape models, and analyze the clay effect on the elastic 
& electrical properties of samples. 
4) Use porosity – permeability data to calculate the pore compliance as well as 
connected pore compliance, compare the aspect ratio derived from pore compliance 
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APPENDIX A   SAMPLE SELECTION PROCEDURE 
 
In this appendix, the sample selection procedure for this study is presented. The purpose 
for this selection is to ensure the measured samples are clean and isotropic, thereby minimize the 
errors initiated by clay effect and constituents anisotropy. The procedure includes GR log 
analysis and acoustic measurements. The two steps of the procedure are presented separately 
below. 
1) Relative clay volume of each samples was estimated from the Gamma Ray log of Well 








 . Samples with calculated clay 
volume larger than 25% are excluded. 
2) P and S wave velocities are measured on clean samples for anisotropy. First, P & S-wave 
velocities are measured on a randomly chosen direction 1 of the sample, as shown in 
Figure A-1. Then S-wave velocities are also measured at direction 2 and 3, both on the 
plug sidewall (Figure A-1). Variance of the 3 different S-wave velocity is calculated, and 
6 samples with least variance are chosen for acoustic – electrical measurement. 
 
 
Figure A-1 Schematic of anisotropy measurement. S-wave velocities are measured at 3 different 
directions on the sample. 
Direction 1 





Eventually, five samples were chosen from the 34-sample dataset. The anisotropy 
measurement data of chosen samples is shown below (Table A-1). The sequence of samples 
listed is based on the isotropy of samples. 
















23-1 3.243 2.18 2.311 2.291 0.00498 
23-7 3.089 2.082 2.198 2.213 0.00514 
23-6 3.202 2.127 2.255 2.251 0.005296 
23-2 3.250 2.146 2.28 2.29 0.006465 








APPENDIX B   SAMPLE SATURATION PROCEDURE 
 
Five of the six chosen samples were prepared for elastic – electrical joint measurement, 
sample 23-8 is left for dry micro-CT imaging. Detailed preparation and related data are presented 
blow. 
1) Before saturation process, all samples are shaped to accurate cylinders, with sample 
length larger than 30mm and diameter of 1.0 in.. 
2) 3 liters of 400,000 ppm NaCl solution is prepared as pore fluid. Resistivity of solution is 
measured by conductivity meter, and compared to solution concentration – temperature – 
solution resistivity chart to verify the qualification of solution. The measured resistivity 
of prepared solution is 0.12  Ω∙m. 
3) NaCl solution and samples are placed in two vacuum chambers, which are connected 
through a valve. Vacuum is drawn from both vacuum chambers for 3-4 hours till pressure 
in chamber decreases to -0.08 MPa. Since the porosity and permeability of tight sands 
samples are lower than conventional sandstone cores, the vacuum is holding for another 8 
hours to ensure the extraction of air from fluid and samples. 
4) Open the valve between two chambers; allow the fluid flow into sample chamber till 
samples are completely immersed in fluid. Keep draw vacuum for another hour. 
5) Transfer the samples and pore fluid to one pressure vessel, and ensure the pore fluid 
occupy all the space in vessel; connect the vessel to pump through a fluid transfer vessel. 
Slowly and continuously increase the pressure in vessel to 2500 psi, and hold for at least 
48 hours. In fact, the fluid volume change in the pump should be kept monitored and 
recorded every several hours. Pressure saturation should not stop until the fluid volume 
reading keep constant for at least 24 hours. The pump volume reading information is 
shown in Table B-1. 
6) After pressure saturation, the weights of samples are measured to recheck the saturation 
status (Table B-2). Samples will be immersed in vacuumed pore fluid for 2 weeks before 
further measurements. While not in measurements, samples need to be immersed in pore 












2:30 pm, Day 1 50.54 50 Initial Status 
11:30 pm, Day 1 44.58 2502 
Pressure increasing rate:  
5 psi/min 
Target pressure stage reached 
9:30 am, Day 2 44.64 2501  
8:25 pm, Day 2 44.57 2502  
11:00 am, Day 3 44.42 2502  
4:05 pm, Day 3 44.48 2502  
10:00 am, Day 4 44.47 2501  
10:00 am, Day 5 44.36 2502  
3:30 pm, Day 6 43.99 2500  
7:00 am, Day 7 43.97 2502  
5:30 pm, Day 7 43.95 2501  
8:30 pm, Day 8 43.97 2502  
 












23-1 32.7 25.4 39.945 41.435 
23-2 31.9 26.8 38.968 40.293 
23-6 30.4 25.3 36.447 37.964 






APPENDIX C   ELASTIC – ELECTRICAL JOINT MEASUREMENT 
PROCEDURE 
 
The transducers we use in this study have two functions: acoustic transducers and 
electrodes. Thereby, it is necessary to apply specific design and modification to transducer 
assembly. Also, transducer calibration is also important after assembly. Transducer assembly 
will firstly be introduced here. 
1) A piece of aluminum needs to be shaped to cylinder with diameter of 1 in. and length of 
3/4 in.. A 1/16 in. diameter hole is drilled on the center of cylinder ends, perpendicular to 
the end surfaces, and through the whole cylinder. Create threads on the inner surface of 
1/16 in. hole, and rotate a 1/16 in. connector inside. Epoxy may be applied to the contact 
surface for a better seal. 
2) Two holes with diameter of 0.28 in. and depth of 1/4 in. are drilled on one end of 
aluminum. The line that goes across centers of two holes should be the diameter of 
aluminum end. On the bottom of each 0.28 in. diameter hole, a 3/16 in. diameter holes 
are drilled straightly through the aluminum.  
3) Crystals are placed in the 0.2 in. holes, and leads for crystals, which are electrically 
isolated by heat shrink material, pass through the 3/16 in. diameter holes. Epoxy is 
injected to fill out the whole space of 0.28 in. and 3/16 in. holes. Notice that the surfaces 
of crystals on the upper side should be kept clean, also the upper surfaces of crystals are 
adjusted to be parallel to the aluminum surface, and at the approximately same height to 
the aluminum surface. 
4) After epoxy cured, brush a thin layer of conducting silver epoxy on the end, covering 
both crystals and cylinder surface. 
5) A shallow 3/16 in. diameter hole is drilled on the other end of the cylinder, and an 
electrically isolated lead is glued in the hole using conducting silver epoxy. More K-20 
epoxy is applied to the connection point to increase connection strength. This lead will be 





After transducer assembly procedure, the validity of data measured by transducers need 
to be calibrated, especially for acoustic measurements. For acoustic calibration, firstly Vp and Vs 
of transducers directly contact with each other are measured to derive transducers’ time of flight, 
then Vp and Vs of a 1 in. diameter aluminum plug are measured, and compared to the known 
values, thereby verify the validity of measurement. The waveforms of calibration process are 





Figure C-1 Waveforms of transducer calibration. (a) P-wave velocity waveforms for time of 
flight measurement and aluminum plug. (b) S-wave velocity waveforms for time of flight 
measurement and aluminum plug. The length of aluminum plug is 35.3 mm. 
Figure C-1-a, shows that the P-wave time of flight is 440 ns. Also, we may observe that 
the amplitudes of Vp waveform on aluminum are lower than transducers contact with each other, 
but still in the range of valid measurement. From Figure C-1-b, the S-wave time of flight is 580 






















Transducer Calibration for P-wave Velocity
P-wave Velocity with trasducers directly
contact to each other






















Transducer Calibration for S-wave Velocity
P-wave Velocity with trasducers directly
contact to each other





aluminum is 6.44 km/sec, and Calculated S-wave velocity is 3.01 km/sec, which correspond to 
the published properties of aluminum. 
The measured data is shown in Table C-2: 













23-1 0 0.1001 4.047 2.313 38.89406032 
23-1 500 0.0986 4.088 2.397 59.5032636 
23-1 1000 0.0973 4.129 2.451 73.75925384 
23-1 1500 0.0956 4.214 2.508 80.57733613 
23-1 1800 0.0947 4.395 2.547 83.67646444 
23-1 2500 0.093 4.542 2.608 110.4839243 
23-2 0 0.0949 3.798 2.209 44.73931265 
23-2 500 0.0934 3.988 2.446 64.01435249 
23-2 1000 0.0917 4.242 2.524 76.56965366 
23-2 1500 0.0904 4.334 2.606 112.1135345 
23-2 1800 0.0887 4.382 2.650 122.0163072 
23-2 2500 0.0867 4.480 2.694 134.9252789 
23-6 0 0.1047 3.958 2.105 29.69609109 
23-6 500 0.1032 4.130 2.349 37.61504871 







APPENDIX D   MICRO-CT IMAGES PROCESSING 
 
Appendix D explains the parameters we used in the image processing, also the step-by-
step procedure of data processing with Blob3D.  
1) An entire micro-CT scanning sequence is composed of 962 slices (images). For the 
reason of RAM limitation, only 150 slices could be processed together each single time. 
So the sequence is divided into 7 parts, and each part is analyzed by the same procedure. 
2) Load image sequence in Blob3D, and a typical slice is shown as Figure D-1-a. To 
improve the visually of images, contrast is adjusted based on the gray scale distribution 
of images (Figure D-1-b). Note that the contrast adjustment will not influence the gray 
scale distribution of original images. 
 
     (a)                                                                  (b) 
Figure D-1 Slice No.1 from the images sequence loaded into Blob3D. (a) Slice No.1 of micro-
CT sequence. (b) Slice No.1 after contrast adjustment. Low density constituents (pores) with 
dark color could be easily distinguished from high density constituents (mineral grains) with 
light color. 
3) Multiple components could be input in one sample system. In this study, we divide the 
sample into two components: matrix and pores. To create the general threshold for pore 





the pore space (Figure D-2), if a rectangular area in the pore space is chosen, the mean 
value of pore gray scale could be read from Blob3D. The general threshold would be 0 to 
the mean value. In this study, the threshold is 0 – 20.  
 
(a)                                                                         (b) 
Figure D-2 Magnified pore images of slide No.1. (a) 2× magnification image of a pore. (b) 8× 
magnification image of the same pore. 
4) Before applying the general threshold for whole image sequence, the blank area around 
the scanned area need to be excluded from processing. Next, threshold is applied to slices, 
and all pixels within the threshold would be recognized as pore space (Figure D-3). 
Blob3D would consider the connected pixels to be one pore (Figure D-4), and is able to 
compute the pore volume, surface area, maximum/minimum axis lengths, and aspect ratio 







Figure D-3 Slide No.1 after general threshold application. The light color is the pixels that being 
recognized as pore space. 
 
(a)                                                                     (b) 
Figure D-4 Magnified pore images of slide No.1 after pore recognition. (a) Magnified image of 
part of slide No.1. (b) One single pore recognized by Blob3D at the same area. The pore is 
highlighted by red color.  
 
